League of Legends Tournament
TOURNAMENT FORMAT: Pool Play, games on both days will begin at 1:00pm.
PLAYER REQUIREMENTS:
1. Teams of 5 (all players must have Roles & Rankings before registration)
2. Teams will be limited to a maximum of three (3) subs per team. These subs are also
required to be an employee of a company associated with CCC.
3. All 5 members must be ready and present at the start of their game time.
Questions?
Please contact our League of Legends Event Coordinators with tournament-specific questions
at leagueoflegends@calgarycorporatechallenge.com.
SPECIAL EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS:
1. League of Legends Game (Free signup and download)
2. Discord Account (free) to join our CCC Esports Server: https://discord.gg/Ue4qAsC
GENERAL RULES
1. Games will be played on the Summoner’s Rift map.
2. Teams will consist of 5 champions (CCC will endeavour to create pools based on
collective team rankings).
3. The first team to destroy the opposing Nexus will be named the winner of the game
4. Drafting will be done through prodraft.leagueoflegends.com. Note: this site might be
blocked on work servers. Drafting side (Blue or Red) will be determined by a coin flip
prior to the tournament
5. CCC is not responsible for providing League of Legends champions to players.
6. Roles will not be enforced, but will be used as an organization tool for CCC to
coordinate players into teams.
7. CCC is not responsible for any internet disruptions or personal/technical difficulties
a. Teams are allowed to pause the game for 3-5 minutes for any technical issues.
b. Each pause will require an explanation and further investigation by CCC
coordinators.
i.
Team Leads please submit a Pause Explanation to the League of
Legends text channel on the CCC Esports Discord Server
8. Players/teams found to be cheating, intentionally disconnecting, behaving in an
unsportsmanlike or disruptive way, or other acting against the Summoner’s Code will
be removed from the tournament
a. Smurfing is highly discouraged - please remember that you are a representative
of your company when you participate in any CCC event.
9. Each game will be allotted 1 hour. In the rare case that a Nexus is not destroyed within
the hour, winners will be determined using a predetermined metric.

BEFORE TOURNAMENT DAY
● Please ensure your Team Lead has added both CCC Event Coordinators to assist in
lobby creation on game day:
○ Jordan Lee – Username: Kaiju No 8
○ Joseph Cheah - Username: JuicyJoe
SCORING
● Each Tier will operate as its own tournament:
○ Saturday round robin, Sunday elimination bracket (consolation bracket for 3/4th
place from each pool in each tier).
○ Pools & schedules registration dependent - this information will be emailed out
by the Friday before the tournament is set to begin.
● Winning teams must upload a screenshot of the match scores to Discord channel
● The winner of each game is determined by which team is first to destroy the opposing
team’s Nexus.
● In the extremely unlikely case that time runs out, our League of Legends Event
Coordinators will determine a winner with predetermined criteria.
CCC PRINCIPLES OF FAIR PLAY
CCC reserves the right to disqualify, suspend, remove and/or otherwise sanction any manager, coach,
player, spectator, team and/or company that conducts themselves in any manner contrary to the
Principles of Fair Play before, during or after an event. Your team is effectively an extension of your
company/workplace. As such, all incidents will be reported to the Company Captain and Senior
Management at your company.
Principles of Fair Play
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Respect the rules.
Respect the officials, CCC Staff and volunteers and their decisions.
Respect your opponents.
Respect your company and represent it well.
Maintain your self control at ALL times.

PROTESTS
All protests regarding rules, eligibility and unsportsmanlike conduct must be brought to the attention of
the Event Coordinator immediately (esports@calgarycorporatechallenge.com). The Event Coordinator
will address the situation immediately and decide on a course of action. The decision of the Event
Coordinator is final regardless of whether or not the rule in question appears in the event rules.
Formal complaints may also be lodged with Calgary Corporate Challenge (by phone or email) within 24
hours of the event/incident in question. CCC Staff members will endeavour to respond to complaints as
quickly as possible, particularly in instances where the resolution will directly affect upcoming games.

